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Noco genius boost gb40 review

How many times have you been trapped in the middle of nowhere at a strange time of day because your car battery died? This is a scenario that most car owners have encountered, which is why they keep a portable starter jumping with them at all times. Certainly with so much of what's on the market today, it's hard to find the best for
you. According to recent market studies, the NOCO GB40 UltraSafe 12V 1000Amp Lithium Jump Starter is one of the best selling models out there. Click here to see the latest price on Amazon. Well, will it be the right choice for you? Let's discuss the features and analysis the pros and cons of this device itself to learn: Features and
specifications Here are some of the most important features that helped this product become a bestseller: Portable and stylish design It's part of the Genius Boost collection, this device becomes compact on purpose (80% smaller than the standard lithium jump starter). Manufacturers have made it only 6.6 inches in length and 3.2 inches
in width. Its height is only 1.7 inches. Thus, the driver has the ability to bring it with him or her toolbox, glove compartment, trunk, center console and other such parts. Adding further; The sleek design keeps all the different ports, features and buttons perfect, making NOCO GB40 a user-friendly jump boot as well. Great performance and
safe use Don't make the mistake of thinking that this jump starter won't be powerful enough for your vehicle. 1000Amps means it can provide up to 7000 joules. Simply put, with a single charge, it can help start jumping up to 20 vehicles (if these cars have 12V lead-acid batteries). Even if it's powerful enough, it's very safe to use. The
designers added different safety precautions, such as a built-in system that is resistant to spark and polarity protection. Besides, it has a system that detects connection problems and errors. Flexible cables are manufactured with durable materials to ensure that there are no melting and overheating problems. Versatile and easy-to-charge
This compact lithium jump starter happens to be compatible not only with cars, but also with boats, snowmobiles, campers, UTVs, ATVs and even with the engine of standard lawn mower equipment. It can effectively jump start engines of both diesel and gas-powered vehicles. Here it should be mentioned that it works for up to 6.0 L in the
case of gas and 3.0 L in the case of diesel engines. The NOCO GB40 happens to be very easy to charge, according to many of its users. It can be charged with the help of either a 12V car charger or a USB cable. User Comments Let's see what some users of this device have to say about this starter jump: My job requires me to work with
forklifts and trailers. So, I've used a lot of different jump starters over the years. However, the NOCO GB40 is really excellent. Digital digital displays the charging percentage. When it runs out, I use my car's lighter to charge it. No more worries about dead batteries! Kevin C. You can fasten it directly to the battery compartments to get the
juice you need. I found it works best for me. When I first bought this, I used the SOS Strobe setting to make the oncoming traffic notice me. I just wanted road side help, as I didn't want to do it alone. Even this helpful driver who stopped to help me was surprised to see how easily I used the GB40 to kick my car back to life. Samantha J.
Advantages Now, let's look at some of the other features advantages of this starter jump from NOCO: It has a super bright double LED (100-lumen) lens and features strobe lights (with 7-mode settings), which will come in handy in case of an emergency. Noco GB40 has 2.1A USB (integrated) which can charge different USB devices such
as GoPro, smartwatches, different Bluetooth devices, smartphones and tablets (both iOS and Android). It is also light weight only 2.69 lbs. It comes with clear and didatic labels and indicators. It's competitively priced. It is made with durable and high quality materials that make it a good value for money. Cons However, some users have
also shared some drawbacks of the GB40 lithium jump starter as well: All ports of the NOCO GB40 are 5V ports, limiting port capacity. It doesn't come with any kind of wall charger. You can't jump start of large vehicles and V8 engines which means it's limited only to 12V lead-acid batteries. However, the fact cannot be denied that this
small yet powerful jump starter has lots of advantage features with which the driver or car owner can get the job done quickly and efficiently without breaking a sweat. If you're up to 3.0 L diesel or 6.0 L gas powered engines then it will definitely be a good move to invest in this very jump starter. Click here to see the latest price on Amazon
Very flexible, powerful and safe battery. Use for many other 12 volt applications; except for jumping dead car batteries. Recharge your camping equipment, your hover board or your wheel board as well! So small and compact you can carry it with you and recharge your tables, mobile phone and other devices while in class or in the
cafeteria! Product Reviews DialogVerified Market Pictures: Yes | Condition: new | by: heide_scot Many of you have experienced a very frustrating situation when your car can't start due to a dead battery or your phone turns off while having a conversation. The reasons for the drained car battery can be different such as freezing winter
temperatures or just forgot to turn off your lights as you leave your car in the parking yard. But it's not just you, we've all experienced it at least once. Time. unpleasant surprise. What happens next? We could use some help from a friend with jumper cables or we could look around and ask for help that would eventually come, but it would
cost us money, time and nerves. Considering all this we reviewed this NOCO Genius Boost GB40 mini jump boot whose main purpose should be to solve these and other battery-related problems, such as phone batteries, Tablet batteries or any other using the mini USB port. But for now, let's stick to solving the car battery problem.
Genius Boost GB40 - first impression As you see Genius Boost GB40 for the first time you think there is no way this can start V8! But let's do this step by step. You can see from the photo what the front side looks like. We have a power button, a light button and the override trigger. It also has four LED lamps that show the health of your
battery and how much energy it has. The housing of this 1000A powerful jump starter is made of very hard plastic material and as you take it in your hand you can feel its ergonomics so it fits well in your hand and is quite light weighing (just around a couple of pounds). I have to say, I don't like his plan. I'm not saying it's bad or ugly, but it's
just a device I'd rather have in my car and garage than in my backpack or fancy suitcase and use it as an energy bank. The truth is that it is quite compact so calling the jump pocket starter fully meets the point. GB 40 from NOCO can easily fit in the glove box without a problem and that's definitely one of the many advantages if you
compare it to heavy, huge jumper packs that we used to have in our cars. From the back of this device, there are two USB ports. One is a micro USB port for different kinds of gadgets that can be charged using this jump starter as an energy bank, but we'll talk about this option later. The other is used to recharge this mini jump starter.
Also, the interesting thing is a bright lens in front of NOCO GB40, it can be very useful to light either under the hood of your car or in everyday situations. We were positively surprised when he tried to turn it off and started changing ways from SOS to emergency strobe before finally turning it off. Inside the package in addition to this jump
boot unit you get: - mini jumper camps used to connect GB40 to your car battery (it's quite small, but don't try to add an extra cable since it doesn't - USB cable used to recharge your device - 12V 2.1A USB car lighter charger NOCO GB40 can jump start your car? Is it true? The manufacturer claims that this powerful small jumper can
actually jump-start from smaller cars like Chevrolet Spark to powerful V6 engines. It's hard to believe this as we used heavy, powerful jumper packs for this purpose. What di, of course, was to try it on a 3.5L V6 Toyota Highlander. The GB40 came fully charged so you had to recharge it before use. It takes up to 3 hours to fully charge.
Before you do anything you need to read carefully the instructions provided with this device. The user guide came up with the device, but it was a bit difficult to read because it was written in tiny font, so you know it because it could be a problem, especially if you already have vision problems. Another important thing to notice is that you
need to be sure that your car has a battery problem and not some other mechanical issue. See the step-by-step guide How to start a car if you're not sure about this simple process. We had a fully drained 12V battery inside our truck and connected cables according to the instructions in the user guide. Notice that the jumper cables are
short, but do not try to enlarge it or use the other as it is not recommended. One possible reason for this may be a problem with overheating. Of course, it's not something that's a big problem or unusual case, as this powerful device provides the tremendous energy needed to switch-start your car battery. It is recommended that you wait a
few minutes (20-30 sec.) before trying to start the engine. We did it. These four LED lamps we talked about earlier started flashing so it's a moment of truth. Eventually, we started igniting. . . . and YES managed to start the engine without any problems! After you start a vehicle you need to disconnect GB40 in order not to completely drain
its power. In addition to this we went one step forward, better said three steps forward as we repeated this process three times and every time this powerful mini jump-started did its job without any problems! Amazing! Manufacturer climes that you can jump-start your car up to 20 times. We didn't go that far, but even if we can't get to that
number it's not that big a deal. Also, one thing worth noting is that the jumper cables got slightly overheated during this test. So we recommend that you be careful and not push too this device. If you read the NOCO GB40 manual provided in the package, you will notice that this device has BOOST function. Marked as a red button on the
front of the GB40. This option allows you to increase power so that the jump starter consumes more power if needed to start a car engine. We didn't have to use this function as we started the engine without any problems. you eventually use this function be very careful because as in this way most of the safety precautions will not work so
that injuries and unpleasant situations could acquire. In the end, we can definitely say that this device is worth having in your car. It is compact and yet so powerful that it can jump start your vehicle. GB40 is great for emergencies when you need to quickly start your car. Just don't forget to keep it fully charged. This is very easy as you can
do it in your car using lighter space as a power source. However, it will not work if Car battery is already dead ... As a multifunction device, this product offers several options for use. We have already mentioned that with the device comes with a USB cable and has a mini USB port used to charge your Smartphone or any other device that
uses this type of port. It's definitely a great power bank especially for people who travel a lot or in cases when you don't have an energy source nearby. It will recharge your phone and solve the battery leakage problems of many other devices. But we didn't like it has only 5V port and capacity 6400 mAh. It's a real shame because you can't
use it to charge laptops or any other drive that uses some other output port. Anyway, be sure you have this device fully charged as you go on a road trip, camping or any other place where you need extra power and will do the trick as it has enough power to recharge your smartphone up to three times. Safety precautions Safety is
definitely a very important feature that every device should have. This NOCO Genius Boost GB40 12V UltraSafe Lithium Jump Starter is definitely extremely safe. We all know how dangerous it can be if you touch clamps or connect them the wrong way. With this UltraSafe device as it's called, you don't have to worry about it. Using
advanced Spark-Proof technology and Reverse Polarity, this device offers high-security features. If you accidentally make a mistake nothing will happen, not a single spark will appear. These safety precautions make gb40 very safe to use, even for people who are not familiar with these types of devices. Its durable plastic casing makes it
difficult to break or damage. But you need to know when you turn on BOOST mode. Since this function is ON most of the safety precautions want work! Other customer NOCO GB40 comments This comprehensive NOCO GB40 review does not cover all the details about a product. It is quite often when we have many different opinions
and reviews of the same product. That's why in this part of our review we will provide you with some useful information related to GB40 and collected from market research. We'll start with some bad experiences that may arise as a result of improper handling. Most of the complaints relate to those who tried to start heavy duty engines and
diesel engines. The truth is that the clime manufacturer of this device is able to jump start powerful V8 engine, but it is that diesel engines need a lot more energy to start, so it's not so hard to believe that these reviews may be the truth. But again we stress that every customer should carefully read the user guide. If you do, you'll find an
option called BOOST. It can be activated as you press and hold the red button with the symbol !. This feature is used to bypass most of the security features and your Genius Boost GB40 will provide much more energy. And one more thing, if your machine doesn't start after the first attempt, try try but wait for about 20-30 seconds before
you do. We didn't have to use this function as we had no problem starting our car's engine. Also, you should be very careful when using this BOOST mode, as most security precautions want to work. However, if you are still suspicious of GB40 and want to compare it to other mini jump starters we highly recommend other reviews on our
website. The truth is that there is much more positive feedback on this mini jump starter. People use it without problems, either as a jump starter or an energy bank. Here are some of their impressions I've only needed once so far, but did exactly what I'm supposed to do: jump started my 1999 Honda Civic for the first attempt without any
issue. Charging was easy. It's light and small. And I have tremendous peace of mind knowing that I have this choice for future needs. In a big city it is much easier than trying to hassle with a traditional jump. In my delivery time, it works as advertised, I've used it twice and it worked flawlessly, ive had the old big heavy ones and I like it a lot
better. seems to be very high quality, I highly recommendCOND conclusion NOCO Genius Boost GB40 is definitely a lithium jump starter worth having. It's a compact but still so powerful device. Used as a portable mini jump starter can solve your problems regarding a drained 12V car battery. Also, as a multifunction device, it can be used
as an energy bank. GB40 recharges your smartphone up to four times, so it's great to have it when you don't have the power source near you. This advanced technology based on lithium-ion battery is completely safe to use. No matter whether you are professional or not, with this device you will be able to solve the most common battery
problems. There are a few things we didn't like very much, such as the design of a device itself, although it is difficult and durable. We found the user manual a bit difficult to read and it would certainly be great if it came with some standalone box. It comes without an AC socket charger and no other equipment, so we find this as something
that definitely should have been included. But these disadvantages we think are not strong enough to deny all the great things this powerful device is able to do and basically it's just in your ego and needs. For us, it worked as promised. It is very important to use it as recommended by the manufacturer and does not no reason why this
appliance should not be in every household. Household. Household.
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